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Introduction: 

10 Any analysis or evaluation of development is rooted in our valuations 1 

. which are themselves rooted in our ~onsciousness as this has been formed 
in. the process of our socialization .- - in the society in which we have been -
born and live and work. 

No interpretation of social reality is not shaped by the concrete his
torical process in which we take part. No man lives by himself as on an is
land but his being and consciousness are defined by the interrelationships 
with others he enters into. Such interrelationships are not "accidental" in 
as far as the society in which he lives is a structured whole by which and 
in which consciousness and culture are formed through his particular- expe
rience in his society as belonging to a specific group with its own inter~ 
ests and ways of living and doing. We are constantly involved whether un
consciously or consciously in defining and redefining-our interpretations 
of social reality and this process is taking place within the context of the 
relationships between specific interest groups which make up society • 

. As to theories and ideas about social reality, how do we arrive at the 
insight that t~ey are valid? Which criteria do we apply? 

If we think about the problems of hunger and poverty, it is likely that 
when we belong to a group or society with superior power and affluence, that 
we approach it very differently from people who live and work on the edge of 
starvati~n and who suffer from the disabling effects of poverty and impover
ishment •. 

If we assume that theory cannot legitimise itself by itself but only in 
practice, the question comes up who will verify on behalf of whom the signi
ficance of practice. If in practice development theory leads to the contrary 
of what it proposes, can it still be maintained as valid or should it be re
jected? Who will determine this?4 If development theory is nevertheless 
being maintained, there must be·a reason for it, it must be somehow "functi
onal" to a particular group or society. 

It is proposed that its maintenance may be due to the fact that it is 
formulated by particular groups in society or in particular societies about 
other societies because it justifies the position of the former and supports 
and consacrates prevailing relationships and conditions. -

Attempts to preserve the status quo will naturally lead to defend pre
vailing premises and theories, intendedly or unintendedly. It is possible to 
understand the workings of a society without analyzing the historical process 
and movement which has shaped it as it is and produces the theoretioal sup
ports for its functioning? 

20 The assumption of some neoessary diohotomy between growth and equality 
or on the oontrary, of some neoessary link between them oannot be postulated 
a priorio It has to be ascertained through an analysis of the relationships 
between the olass structure of a sooiety and its development at eaoh histori
oal junoture .. 5 
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It would seem that the primacy placed in development theory and prac
tice either on growth or on equality reflects basic contradictions of in
terest resulting in either the promotion of private individual interests 
as of primary value, supposedly implying the community's interest or on 
the promotion of personal well-being, welfare and interest, in as far as 
it is in harmony with and supportive of the development of the community 
at large as a primary value, with which personal development is assumed to 
be compatible and through which it will be enhanoed. 

It is the cost of equality too high and can not the price for it be 
paid in the poor countries? Or is there poverty in these countries because 
of the prevalance of serious inequality? Are we to assume that inequality 
is an inevitable condition for development or must we rather insist that 
equality is a first pre-requisite? Such questions cannot be answered.in 
abstract. Answers can only be searched for by an analysis and interpreta
tionof the historical process of each society. Each society has its own 
unique movement and dynamics. Are they for that reason not comparabie? In 
one way indeed not, in as far as problems can only be experienced from 
within by those who participate in that society. In another way, a compa
rison of societies from outside may be undertaken as we are all part of a 
one world society in which affluence and poverty are mutually conditioning 
social relationships as much as they are an outcome of them, but such a 
comparative analysis remains based on valuations which have been shaped in 
particular contexts and are the outcome of a particular historical process 
even if such process does not stand on itselfo Therefore such an analysis 
and evaluation from outside risks to be pretentious and biased, and its 
limitations and risks have therefore to be stressed. 

It should also be emphasized that such an analysis reflects as much 
or more one's own valuations of social reality and on what development 
means then that it reflects the societies which are being studied. In such 
a way it may serve as a process of self clarification. I propose that the 
theoretical understanding of development is in a deeper sense defined by 
the concrete social practice in which one is involved. If we accept that 
it is desirable or even necessary, is it also possible to overcome the 
breach between the subjective ann the objective and the separation between 
knowledge and social practice?6 

In what follows an effort will be undertaken to look at some aspects 
of the historical process of the development of society in India and China, 
its orientation and consequences in practice. This will naturally lead to 
analyzing some of its implications for development theory. 
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India and China 

1. Both India and China were a quarter of a century ago societies whose 
major characteristics was their large population beset by poverty, hunger 
and disease. 

Both India and China were profoundly affected by the progressive sub
ordination to and impact from the West. In the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, India and China were the world's chief manufacturers of textile 
products for export to Europe where no country could oompete with them in 
terms of the quality and price of their products.1 With the British oonqu
est of India and the subordination of China and its repartition in zones 
of influence of thr~ Western powers, trade became mol:l:opolized and with it 
the progressive control over the aooumulation of surplus and eoonomic ac
tivities which were likely to produce most surplus, in the process of which 
new native classes of landlords, merohants,intermediaries, enterpreneurs 
and administrators emerged.2· , 

In a first round Indian and Chinese industry were affected by the Wes
tern countries carrying their protectionist policy to the extreme, in a 
second roung by having to accept "free" trade, that is to say the unequal 
exchange of goods of unequal value. 

2. India 

Prior to this prooess of subordination India had already a high degree 
of development in pre-industrial terms. Agriculture was sufficiently devel
oped to support a relatively large number of non-agrioultural workers; there 
were highly skilled oraftmen in iron, steel, textiles, shipbuilding and me
tal work and manufaotured goods were not only produced for home consumption 
but as indicated also for export. Its economio wealth had for centuries been 
controlled by merchant bankers and princes who siphoned off the surpius of 
production .over consumption in the forms of idle hoards of gold and silver 
bullion; hence this wealth was sufficiently concentrated to represent a 
potential source of investment funds. India's resources of good quality coal 
and iron were located in convenient proximity to eaoh other. Why did not 
this combination of apparently propioious circumstanoes produoe a type of 
economic development, oapable of generating sustained momentum? Basically 
the answer is simple. It was the ooloniai relationship which subordinated 
India to British political and eoonomio interest.3 

It was unquestionable the systematio and intense plunder of India, star
ting from Bengal whioh was instrumental in giving a major impetus to the 
start of the Industrial Revolution in England. The magnitude of this primary 
accumulation beoomes olear in the estimate that it was larger than the capi
tal of all the industrial enterprises operated by steam in Europe in the 
18th century.4 

The monopoly, the East India Company acquired with regard to foreign 
trade came to involve the monopolization of internal trade in which the In
dian merchants became subjected to heavy taxation and the peasantry and 
looal traders were forced into practioally handing over their products and 
goods.5 
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As suggested above, a definite blow to Indian society came with the 
imposition of free trade through which it lost its competetive capacity. 
From 1815 to 1832 India's cotton exports dropped by 92 per cent. All other 
industrial products shared this fateo 

3. The process of subordination had not only Pl~ofound effects on India's 
social structure in terms of the emergence of nel~ classes but also in terms 
of the emergence of a new type of relationship between the towns which grew 
into cities and the surrounding of rural areas. This oan be illustrated 
with the nature of the expansion of Calcutta whichbecame the center for the 
collection of the Land Tax as well as the collection of manufactured goods 
from the same peasantry. The Land Tax was so severe that it approximated 
even the whole of the economic rent, thereby paralyzing agriculture,preven
ting any own accumulation and creating poverty and indebtedness.6 It was 
this Land Tax which was used to acquire the manufactured goods from the 
peasants-artisans for low prices for export. 

It was through this forced appropriation of surplus that the prevailing 
balance between and. the potential for a balanced and integrated process of 
agricultural and industrial development was seriously affected. The disinte
gration of tpeproductive structure and the imposition of new forms of coer
cive control, designed to regulate and facilitate extraction became the 
principal cause of impoverishment in which the State as the instrument of 
extraction served in turn in promoting and defending the interests of the 
East India Company. It is here where a fusion can be observed of the pro
cesses of public and private monopolization of· surplus appropriation. 

The process of disintegration of the nascent industry was deepened by 
Britain imposing on India a new division on labour by which India. had to 
produce raw materials and food which were again acquired at low prices. 

The imbalance introduced in the productive structure through the in
stitutionalization of unequal trade forcedly imposed through conquest. and 
subordination had disastrous consequences. Not only the village community 
which has so ·far been the basis of the Indian community disintegrated and 
the balance between agriculture and industry was upset. Also.cities were 
stopped in their development .and people in the city and the countryside 
forced back into agriculture. Thus Dacca, one of the flourishing centers 
in Bengal, "was partly overgrown with jungle and the craftsmen, reduced to 
idleness, split over into agriculture~7 The imposed export and import tra
de and collection of land tax brought about other deepgoing changes in the 
social structure in that they led to the emergence of a growing absentee 
landlord class, trading class, both operating from the centers and draining 
the countrysides Thus the expansion of the centers of which Calcutta has 
been the most illustrious example, took place at the expense of the impo
verishment countryside whichprovideCi .. the base for the accumulation and 
wealth of the centers. And the emergence of a ruling class or the reinfor
cement of the existing one was a direct consequence of British rule. Gra
dually the new class institutionalized its control over resources and the 
appropriation of surplus through the legalization of various forms of land 
tenure and of the imposition of direct and .indirect obligations on the de
pendent rural population. 

3 a In the second half of the 19th century industrialization starts again 
in response to the need by Britain for improved communications in India and 
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in or9.f!r_.:1& .~toun·tera.ot.thegrowing competi tionby other West European- . 
countries and Japan on the industrial market. Thus by relying on the 
cheap labour in India Britain was able to stand its oompetitors and make 
high profits at the same 'time. This illustrates the need and trend of 
capital at the time, a trend which has continued until recently"to in
dustrialize the dependent countries in view of the advantages to be· deri
ved from the low organio composition of oapital,' oheapness of labour, 
however, being only one element next to the poor working oonditfons and 
the low level of labour legislation and proteotion. India's cotton in
dustry was initiated by the new commeroial, trading and landed elite, pro
moted by the Britain oolonial administration as a neoessary intermediary. 
Its oapacity for acoumulation was enhanoed by the impoverishment of the 
rural population whioh as a result of increased indebtedness had to, rely 
inoreasinglyon money-lending with its usurious praotioes, whioh until 
today are a basic charaoteristic of the oonditionsin Indiaus rural areas. 

The forced bar on produotion outside agriculture had multiple negati
ve oonsequences. It oreated increasing pressure on the land. It oontribu
ted also to the rise of rent and land speoulation, the underutilization of 
labour and the emergence of overpopulation (in relation to the pot~ntial 
resources and opportunities for productive work). It therefore added to 
the dependency of the impoverished peasant population on landlords, mer
.chants and money lenders. The process and pattern of monopolized appropri
ation of surplus by Great Britain started to reproduce itself in the rela
tionships between the newly formed classes and the major viotims of extrac
tion, the peasantry, as well as in the relationship between the expanding 
larger centers and the hinterland. 

4. May it be assumed that if India would not have been subjeoted to 
foreign domination, it 'would have been able to develop in its own way? 
This is speoulation to be sure, but a legitimate one. For the alternative 
to the massive removal of India's acoumulated wealth and current output, 
to the ruthless suppression and distortion of all indigenous growth and 
the systematic oorruption of its social political and oultural life that 
were inflioted by Western oapitalism on India as other sooieties whioh 
beoame dependent is by no means,hypothetioal. This oan be clearly seen in 
the history of Japan, the only Asian country that sucoeededin escaping 
its neighbours' fate, Japan, where the conditions were as conducive, or 
rather as unfavourable, to economic development as anywhere else. in Asia. 
Perhaps just beoause of its more unfavourable condition, Japan o'ould have 
its own way .. 8 

5. China 

As to China, good reasons have been given for the relative absence 
of impetus to the rationalization of produotion in view of the abundance 
aflabour and the lack of stimulus from urban concentration.9 Yet there 
is also ample evidence that even although with development of the market 
landlords turned into rentiers and land speculators rather than in agra
rian enterpreneurs, 10 there was a considerable amount of indus~ry at the 
time of the Western entrance. 

When Lord Macartey was sent to Peking in 1793 to congratUlate the 
Emperor Ch'ien Lung on the occasion of this eightienth birthday (a good 
occasion to bring up more material matters), he was told that the "Chinese 
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Empire had all the products it wanted within its borders and there was in 
consequence no need for barbarian trade"" As a token ()f the. Emperor's 
benevolence "Britain and other Western Nations could continue to avail 
themselves of China's abundance" to supply their own requirements at Can
ton as before .. l1 

The series of unequal treaties, initiated with the treaty of Nanking 
in 1842, and the forced acceptance of an "equitable arrangement" with re
gard to custom duties dealt a serious blow at native industries, even if 
the goods enthusiastically brought in by the British merchants did not 
always suit the.needs of the Chinese.12 Thus destroyed the cottons from 
Lanoashire the Chinese textile handicraft and had the iron works. close to 
Canton to close down as a result of the influx of nails and needless from 
abroad. In the same way was the traditional coasting shipping business 
with j~s challenged by the introduotion of regular steaming services,,13 

This impaotdid not only occur at the coast but reached far into the 
hinterland. There are enough good reasons to accept the propOSition "that 
in the oommodity production, unfolding in the depths of Chinese society, 
were nasoent already the first beginnings of capitalism. China would have 
therefore even without the impact of foreign o~pitalism gradually devel
oped into a capitalist country" .. 14 The shake up of the balance in the 
productive structure and in the spatial equilibrium of eoonomic activities 
was most decisively affected by the growth of a few very big coastal cen
ters where the business for the extraotion of surplus and raw materials 
converged, centers which as the yore of comprador activity beoame the 
poles of monopolization processes in tracle, banking, insurance, manufacture, 

,and services through which the economic and sooial structure of the ooun~ 
trY would become di.storilied. The inroads on the feudal struoture were however 
too liniitedand slow so as to break it open. Although it became i~creasing
ly under pressure' due to the progressive fu.sion of interest and the alli
ance established between the gentry, the merchant class and the urb.an 
commercial and industrial bourgeoisie, which was to serve as the basis for 
the Kuomintang, 15 it oould oontinue to resist until it finally broke up 
under the weight of the generalised crisis, which turned China over .. 

6 e India and China e 

Widespread and intense suffering from famines, hunger and disease have 
been characteristic both for India and China. 

In 1924 and 1926, the all India Conference of Medical Research Workers 
e'stimated that India suffered from five to six million deaths a year from 
preventable desease alone. After the famine of 1943, the Bengal Famine Com
mission ooncluded that about a million and a half deaths occurred "as a 
direct result of ' the famine and the epidemics which followed in its train". 
It was concluded that fundamentally the famine was a product of the struc
ture of Indian society.16 Famines in'India are not yet under control not 
because there are still monsoon's but rather because of the monopoly prac
tices in marketing and distribution by landlords, merchants and usurers 11 
and the 'inability of the Government to introduce adequate controls and to 
ensure interregional redistribution. 

l 
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As to China,. the epitome of the land of famine, periodic floods and 
. draughts, it has undoubtedly been the home of the greatest epidemics {ne-·····~ 

world has ever known.18 

. Edgar Snow has summarised the explanation of them: Enormous taxes~ 
the corrupt shar-crop method, in short a social, politioal and eoonomic 
structure leaving the landless peasantry constantly in debt, withoutre
serves, and wholly unable to meet such orises. He analyses the unbearable 
conditions of the poor peasantry during the great famine at the end of 
the 1930's, indicating at the same moment that in the towns there were 
still rich men with hoards of grain to sell at inflated pricea, "there 
lay in Tientsin thousands of tons of whea.t and millet which could not be 
shipped to thestarying beoause the militarists who controlled the rolling 
stock were afraid to let it be used in case their rivals should seize it.T9 
And Tawney writes about a famine a few years earlier: There are districts 
in which the position of the rural population is that of a man standing 
permanently up to the neck in the water, so that even a ripple is suffi-

. cient to drawn.20 . . 

Thus famines were a basio.fe.ature· of China, in spite of its superiqr 
"garden like peasant agricul t"u.re", in comparison with the widespread. poor 
cultivation" observable in India .. 21 Does this perhaps not by itself suggest 
that the exploitation of the peasantry in China was more· severe than in 
India? .. . . 

There is ample evidence that the catastrophies of droughts and floods 
as well as the chronic hunger principally revealed the obsolet.e and e:x:ploi
tatives character of the prevailing agrarian and political structure. While 
famine persisted in China as a survival of feudalism, the Western powers by 
encouraging internal quarrels, monopolizing foreign commerce. and destroying 
and thwarting industrialization contributed substantially to intensify the 
concentration of. the population within agriculture and the pressure on the 
soil, thus aggravating the state of famine. 

The imbalance in the population in whioh there were a good deal le.ss 
women than men, new born girls were looked at as a burden and marriages were 
pre~arranged in order to secure income to families at the edge of starvation, 
the increased dependence on money lenders, the flight to the cities to enter 
in still more miserable conditions, all these were consequences of famine 
and hunger oonditions and they in turn of .inoreased exploitation whi~h gra
dually eroded in the poor population the capacity to carry out the elemen-
·tary works to protect themselves and to produce the minimuril subsistance 

. which at any rat.e they might 10se.22 

7. India • 

. At the end of the period of British rule over India there is a huge 
rural proletariat, about half of the rural population, a small class of 
prosperous peasants and a tiny elite. This rural proletarial oonsisted main
ly of agrioultural labourers, either landless or with a tiny plot to tie . 
theln to the landlord.23 Monopolistic control over industry was sliaredby a 
tiny native bourgoisie and foreign capi~al.24 The prevalence of a limited 
market as a consequence of the semi-feudal structure in the rual areas led 
to the pre-dominance of non-productive over productive capital ftDtmation, 
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expressing itself in the overriding power of a finacial and commercial es
tablishment in which the interests of the urban bourgeoisie (estimated at 
half per cent of the total population) and the rural bourgeoisie (estimated 
at 1 per cent of the total population) became united while the urban petit 
bourgeoisie became largel~· engaged in trade, transport, commerce and money 
lending. 25 

8. . In spite of all its seemingly impressive pl/ans, policies and program
mes for development over the last nearly twenty-five years, India has re-· 
mained a society with poverty and hunger widespread and although it gained 
political independence, it is economically dependent as never before. Ex
ternal debt services have risen constantly and have strongly accelarated 
in.the second part of the sixties, reaching an amount of 3 billion dollars, 
representing 28 per cent of foreign exchange earnings and 36 per cent of 
aid requirements. It is estimated that its external debt will increase to 
the astronomic amount of 14 billion dollars in the beginning of the eigh
ties while it will need then 18 billion in foreign aid. Over half of the 
total aid to India from the U.S.A. and about one third of the total has 
been in the form of food aid.26 

Foreign aid has accounted for 20 % of the total investment in India's 
first five year plan while it has been rising from only 10 % in the first 
five year plan to 30 % for the third plan and the fourth plan had to be 
suspended for four years because of aid incertainties and a recession in 
the economy.27 

The income ·structure in India continues to reveal extremely serious 
disparities. A study on the income structure in the beginning of the six
ties revealed that only 2,3 per cent of the urban and less than 1 % of 
the rural population had incomes ranging from confortable to affluent 
while in contrast 85,6 % of the urban population and 86,9% of the rural 
population lived in a situation "which is hardly to be defined even euphe
mistically, as one of bare subsistence".28 

Another s~udy suggests that at the time 40 % of the rural and 50 % of 
the urban population lived below the poverty line, both in terms of calo
ries and quality of nutrition. There is enough evidence that the increase 
in consumer expenditure which has since then taken plaoe (only ~ per cent 
per annum) has hardly benefitted the poor and disparities ~ve inoreased, 
and can be expected to deepen if the present trend oontinues, in spite of 
the Indian Planning Commission whioh oontinues to stress a high rate of 
growth as the prinoipal development objeotive, thereby consistently sup
porting the policy orientation of the oountry as it evolved from indepen
denoe onwards. 

While the rural poor consist mainly of agrioultural workers, small 
cultivators and artisans who have been thrown out of work, the urban poor 
are largely composed of rural migrants, driven away from their villages, 
by t'heir untenable situation, to find even a more difficult one in the 
cities. The situation of the poorest 20 % amoung these has even deterio
rated in. the past years.29 

Agriculture is still the predominant sector of the Indian economy, 
producing nearly half of the national income. It still employs more than 
i of the labour force while organised industry as yet only produces 6-8 
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per cent of the national income and employs only 2-4 per cent of the total 
labo:urforge+the.rest being active in.the tertiary sector. The fact that 
from Independenoe Until the seventies the share of the secondary sector in 
the total net domestic product has slightly been falling while that of the 
tertiary sector increased substantially, is a clear indication of the lack 
of dynamism of the industrialisation process and the increasing and domi
nant role of merchant capital which instead of utilizing the accumulated 
surplus for productive purposes channels it rather towards un~roductive or 
speculative use, particularly by the expansion of its own operations • 

. The limited and questionable nature and direction of the industrial 
development process in India are clearly indicated by the fact that the 
real wage rate in the total factory output over the last thirty years re
mained virtually stagnant and that the share of wages in the value of to
tal factory output been declining, while the industrial goods are mainly 
being .produced for the 10 richest per cent of the population, that is to 
say the richest ten per cent of the rural·populationand.the ten richest 
per cent of the urban population.30 Thus the direct producers have not 
improved their condition in spite of increased production while expanded 
consulption has become largely available to a very limited group, namely 
those who have direct control over the means of production or resources and 
those who directly or indirectly depend on them and are associated with 
them. 

9. The effects of the capital intensive technology introduced by Indian 
big industry and foreign interests both monopolistically organised and 
increasingly intertwining in interest (although the total capital of the 
latter is only very small, it is strategically invested in banking, in
dustry and mining and agricultural export activity) are multiple: it 
displaces productive employment in the rural areas and further upsets the 
balance in the local economy, it draws away from or precludes investment 
in labour intensive industry and in the urban areas, if it does not eli
minate them, while it leads also to limit urban employment opportUnities. 
The lopsidedness of the Indian industrial structure is reflected.in the 
comparatively high percentage of workers in big industries. In 1956 24,6 % 
of the workers were working in establishments employing 20-99 workers, 
32,1 % in establishments employing 32,10% and 43,3 % were employed in in
dustries having 1,000 or more workers.31 

The production of an increasingly diversified amount of goods for 
the privileged income groups of the population is only possible in as far 
as this group increases its income and industry is. in a position to set 
its. prices with relative independence .. This it can only do in as far as it 
extends its capacity for monopolistio control. The use of capital intensi
ve technology induoed both by oonsiderations of growth as well as imposed . 
by foreign investment,32 may also be inspired by the oonsideration that 
the problem of food supply, with a more limited demand, may be m.ore easi
lysolved.33 Monopolistio control over food supply may at any rate seoure.· 
the necessary profit. 

The irrational and wastefull nature of monopolistic big industry and 
the profits it makes are most clearly illustrated by the extreme under-uti
lization of productive capacities. There is an estimate that productive 
capacities are generally used at 54 % of the potential in the big industries 
producing consumer goods and 22 % in those making the means of production,34 
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Thus the highest rationality from the point of view of profit creates 
the absense of any reasonable response to the basic and urgent needs of 
the majority population. They are disregarded in view of the superior ra
tes of profit which can "be made in the production of non-essential goods. 

In short the rural and urban bourgeoisie in control of the means of 
production together with the petit bourgeoisie 'exercise a threefold squeeze 
on the majoritypopulatiQn by the oontrol of land, industry and the instru
ments for surplus extraction. 

10. The desperate situation in India reveals a profound oontraotion between 
theory and praotice. From the very beginning, development policy has official
ly been aiming at the realisation of equality and the promotion of equal 
opportunities for all. At the same time in its practioal orientation, these 
polioies served the primary purpose of economio growth, resulting in the in
crease of inequality and poverty. While Indian planning was and is sooialist 
in terms and it was time and time again emphasized that only a socialist po
lioy could give a reasonable answer to India's problems of dependency and 
poverty, in reality, Indian planning has served as the matrix for a moderni
zation process in the servioe of vested interest groups whioh have systema
tically utilized the State and the resouroes of the State for their own ends 
and to the benefit of a minority.35 

Althoughthere.has been full reoognition and insight by soholars and 
planners in India of the inoreasing oontradiotions revealing themselves in 
thedynamios inherent in the sooial struoture and imposing themselves, and 
reoommendations were made aocordingly, they have not in any way been able to 
alter the course of the prooess. 

110 In the agrioultural seotor or in the rural areas, most benefits of the 
Government·s policy sinoe Independence have acoumulated to the rioh farmer~6 ? 

who always have been oonsidered the lynchpinoh of agricultural development. .,1 

Thus, the traditional forms of appropriation of agricultural tural sur-
plus were not only oontinued but evep. intensified. This becomes in particu-, 
lar clear in areas where irrigation has been introduoed, produotion and 
productiv~ty have increased but at the same time the proportion of tenants 
and the rental rates. At the same time the prevailing polioy has failed to 
organise an adequate credit and marketing struoture whioh would provide in
centives for the peasant population at large to inorease production and 
productivity so that they oould oontribute to an adequate food supply to 
the oenters. This inability to produoe more has in turn been due to the ex
ploita~ive nature of social relationships in the agrarian structure. It is 
the persistenoe of this sooial struoture which has caused the wide, underu
tilization of the productive potential in and of people as well as of avail
able resources. 

,12. The policy of "betting on the strong"37 should not be considered as an 
open option or alternative which the Government oould choose. It 'could more 
appropriately be oonsidered an inevitable consequence of the overriding po
wer of the rural bourgeoisie and its capaoity to influenoe and control the 
functioning of the State. Diffusion theories 38 giving a theoretioal jus
tification for suoh a polioy can better be considered as an ideological 
justification than as a soientific argument, whereas it has beoome olear 
that the strategy of focussing on agricultural growth through the rich far
mers has reinforced the economic and politioal power of minority group al
ready in control of resources and the instruments for the mobilization of 
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these resources, while poverty and hunger for a majority of the population 
has--not been diminished and: -inequality has'inoreased. 

The introduction of the New Agricultural Strategy whioh grew out of 
the intensification of the so-called intensive agricultural district pro
grammes started in the early sixties after the failure of the Community 
Development Programme, may help to alleviate the pressure on the balance 
of payments and may have substantive results in terms of increasing food 
supply. It also increases however, India's dependence on outside outputs 
and it contributes at the same time to intensify regional disparities (in 
terms of favoured over non-favoured areas) as well as income disparities, 

,thereby making more,accute the already existing contradictions and resul
ting conflicts between landlords and tenants, owners and landless labour~ 
ers.39 At the same time it will promote further speculation, eviction and 
underutilization of labour as a result of the spread of capital intensive 
technology.40 

13. The "effective demand" for the increased supply of food can hardly 
come from the low income gruups so that it may be expected that with in
creased suppllt, demand must soon reach its "ceiling" in view of the ine
lasticity of demand for food for the higher income groups which tend to 
diversify their expenditure patterns. This might lead to a further prooess 
of rationalization in agriculture whioh in, turn will lead to further mar
ginalisation of small producers who would in as far as they have as yet 
not been routed out of the market will not be able to stand up.41 Such a 
process will further limit purchasing power among the rural population so 
that consumer goods will naturally be more directed to those who are in 
a position to acquire them. This will in turn enhance the process of diver
sification of consumer goods instead of production in function of basic 
needs of the population at large. 

The suggestion by the President by the World Bank made three years ago 
t_hat the effects of the Green Revolution will be "a problem for a second 
generation to solve", while recognizing the problems that the Greim Revo
lution would engender, represented the view that the agrioultural groWth 
strategy followed was for the time being the most desirable policy since 
it would solve the food problem. Such a view on agriouitural modernization 
leaves aside the causes of large scale starvation, of the largeunder-uti
lization of people's productive potential and of the lack of effeotive de
mand by a major part of the population. It also leads to justify agricultu
ral growth not in view of the most crying needs of majority p()pulation, but 
in function of securing support for India's industrial growth inwhioh, as 
was indicated before, there is a definite trend towards the use of capital 
intensive technology with its multiple marginalizing effeots for the work
ing'population .. 

While it has been argued that continued reliance by India on imports 
would create too much dependency for India,42 the concern forthemoderni
zation of agriculture has also been generated by the decline of food sur
pluses in the United States,43 as well as by the profitable implioations 
of the import of needed inputs.44 ' 

Although the New Agrioultural Strategy represents a new priority gi
ven to agricultural and the supply of food, this strategy is basically a 
continuation of previous rural development policies in that it is a~~her, 
perhaps a last attempt, to by-pass the introduotion of profound structural 
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transformation of sooial relationships within the oountry-side as well as 
in the·struoture of relationships between the peasantry and those interest 
groups whioh oontrol surplus extraotion in the rural areas from the metro
polis and smaller oenters, relationships whioh as suggested before oontinue 
to be of "asemioolonial nature".45 

The observation of the Indian Home Minister in 1969 to the effeot that 
unless the Green Revolution is based on sooial ·justioe, the green revolu
tion may not remain green would seem to be a real:!-stio warning. The issue 
oould be formulated in another way by arguing that agrioultural moderniza
tion (under present oonditions ·as in India) ought only to be promoted with
in the oontext of struotural maturity.46 In other words the st.rategy of the 
"Green Revolution" beoomes only meaningful.and legitimate in as far as it 
allows for and promotes equal opportunities and responds to the basio needs 
and interest of the population at large, in terms of work, inoome and ele
mentary dignity, in short equitable participation in sooiety, in the control 
and mobilization of its resouroes and the benefits produced therefrom. Such 
an approaoh to the problem contains an appeal to the classes in power to 
review their policies in terms of the concrete needs of the majority popula
tion. 

14 •. Until now suoh an appeal has been answered by the introduction of suo
cessive improvements in the conditions of the poor whioh have demobilized 
them while inoreasing the prooess of acoumulation and oontrol over them as 
happened through suoh programmes as oommunity development, rural works, 10-
oal government oooperative organization and.marginal reforms in the agrari-

. an struoture.41 

Would it be realistio to expeot that the rural bourgeoisie might be 
expeoted to give up its power and the oontrol of the instruments for mono
polization of resouroes and oppo~tunities on which their wealth is based? 
Suohanexpeotation does not seem warranted if we study the actual behavi
our of this class and the systematio and successful resistanoe they have 
oarried out in faoe of the pressures by the urban and industrialbourgeoi
sie to land reform. Suoh pressures are, however, in themselves oontradicto
ry sinoe it may be argued that, while on the one hand it seeks to expand 
its market, the industrial bourgeoiSie oontinues to rely on the rural bour~ 
geoisie who are its major oustomer in the short and middle run. At the same 
time the urban industrial bourgeoisie has developed an interest in suppor
ting the green revolution sinoe it o"Quld oontribute to the formation of 
surplus, needed for India's industrialization. In that .sense the urban, 
industrial bourgeoisie is dependent on the rural bourgeoisie. Both of them 
in unison with the petit bourgeoisie, oontinue to assure the oontrol of 
surplus through the maintenanoe of the semi-feudal or pre~oapitalistio 
stucture of' relations in the rural areas, the rural bourgeoisie sinoe it 
provides them with wealth and power and the opportunity to assooiate profi
tably with the urban bargaining the urban bourgeoisie .48 

The persistenoe of suoh semi-feudal relationships except for limited 
islands of oapitalist agrioultural modernization is only understandable in 
a·s far as such a mode of produotion offers as yet the most "success.ful" way 
of maximizing surplus.49 

There is full compatibility between the maintenance of a low organic 
composition of capital in a major part of the agricultural sector and the 
introduotion of the capitalist mode of production in a small section of the 
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agricultural sector. While in theory a contradiotion of interest may arise 
between-the industrial bourgeoisie and the rural bourgeoisie in that the 
former one would press for low pr~ces for the industrial working. population 
(as well as for the rest of the population) in view of maintaining politi
cal stability, the emergence of a "labour aristooracy" through the process 
of industrial monopolization with the concomitant rise of capital intensive 
ways· of produotion, may be understood as a response to the oontinued power 
of the rural bourgeoisie as well as a function of the own searoh for profit 
maximization by the urban bourgeoisie within the context of the accomodation 
and the equilibrium agreed upon with this former class. This is however not 
a stable equilibrium, in view of the pressures from within the monopolistic 
industrial structure and the pressure exeroised on it by foreign monopolis
tic investments .. 

15. Is the increasing partioipation by the State in industrialization a way 
to overcome the problems arising from industrial monopoly in the private 
seotor? 

From the beginnings of planning in India, the entrepreneurs of major 
oompanies were aotive supporters of State planning50 and have had a decisive 
influence in the aotivities undertaken by the State in the field of indus
trialization.. There is enough evidenoe that those fields of industrial ac
tivity have been left to the State which represented most ri~k and would 
render least profit. 

While the growth of the Publio Sector, which represents nearly half of 
total industrial investment, has been slow, among others as a result 6f in
creasing difficulties in the balance of payments, (India has even· had to 
export much needed steel in order to pay for her food imports) India has 
.reoeived substantial support from Russia for the development of her" heavy 
industries. On the other hand the neoessary imports for the development of 
the heavy industry have also been hampered by the inoreasing imports needed 
for the production of oonsumer goods, whioh led to what has been oalled 
"pseudo-industrialization".51 Thus while the development of heavy industries 
had as its original objeotive to produce oapital goods,needed for the pro
duction of other goods, the very orientation of the consumer industry sti
mulated it to produce in funotion of a production prooess which, as indica
ted before, responds to the wants of the minority population and not to the 
basic needs of the population at large. Thus the "funotiomil integration" 
of the Public and Private Seotor whioh takes place would seem to be an in
tegration by which the State activity is incorporated into and directed to 
the interests of the monopoly capital of the private sector. This is among 
others realized through the provision of cheap energy, transport facilities 
and other inputs for the private sector .. Thus we see in the indust:bal sec-:
tor similarly as in the agrioultural sector that the produotion and availa
bili ty of inputs responds to the requirements of the groups who exercise a 
monopoly on the means of production, in this oase, those for direot consump
tion. The view that through State capitalism under Indian conditions it 
would be possible to peacefully realize a developed democratic society 52 
and that by developing the State sector the need for revolutionary· changes 
would be obviated would seem questionable, in particular where such a policy 
is implicitly based on the assumption that a prior structural transformation 
of the agricultural sector is not of primary importance and it thereby sup
ports implicitly the orientation of the prevailing New Agricultural Strategy. 
Such a view is clearly based on a bias for the primacy of industrial growth 
in particularly of heavy industry and that somehow sometime in the process, 
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the necessary social transformation will result. 

16. There has since Independence been much emphasis in Indian Planning on 
the role of small scale industry as a complement of big industry. This was 
partly the fruit of the legacy of the past, represented by the views and 
the ideology of Chandi with his bias against city, industry and mass con
sumption culture and its alienating and depersonalizing effects. It was at 
the same time derived from his ideal of· selfsufficiency and his fear that 
the concentration of industry in the urban areas would threatell the popu
lation in the rural areas in its opportunities for productive work and 
would.lead to increased labour under-utilization.53 Among the arguments in 

. favour of small scale industry are to mention fuller use of local resour
Ces, its superior spread effects, the provision of incentives for the rural 
'population, in short the need for and promotion balanoed rural development. 
In spite of the official emphasis. on the nead·t'Grsma-ll scale industry and 
the large amount of funds devoted to it, the programme has been qualified 

. a-failure D 

In spite of heavy investment from the first five year plan on
wards the small industries programme created up to the end of 1967 in whole 
India only pr"ovided employment for 75.000 persons. This was partly due to 
the fact that contrary to the expectations of the Uovernment the entrepre
neurs selected the production of commodities which were relatively capital 
intensive while also most factories worked below their capacity. While the 
programme was meant to contribute to local self-sufficiency by producing 
basic consumer goods, the State subsidized small scale industries started 
to produce largely inputs for other industries. One of the reasons of this 
conversion into subsidiaries of larger industries may have been the facili
ties of credit derived .fromcontractual arrangements which also provided 
security. 54 

Another reason may have been the competition the small industries 
would face from the larger ones, particularly in urban areas_Although 
such competition in rural areas may have been less of a threat, the turning 
into subsidiaries may also have been influenced by the limited market, asi
de·from the desire for profit maximization. The distortion of the original 
objectives of the small scale development programme are indioative of the 
forces working in Indian society, ~ending to subver"j; development and to 

. subordinate the action of t.he State to the requirements and advantages of 
the Private Seotor to the detriment of the majority population~ The question 
must however be asked, whether it would be realistic to expect that the out
come of such a planning could have been different in a societal context in 

. which monopolization of opportunities for profit is a predominant feature. 
The virtual absence in India of production of suitable capital goods as well 
as.basic consumer goods for the rural majority population seems an inevitable 
consequence ofihe alliance as yet prevailing between·the industrial and 
rural bourgeoisie and t~e·erowth pattern this produces. 

17. There seems littie room for doubt that the industrialization process in 
India directly contributes to the polarization process taking place between 
the rich and the poor and that it, as the New Agricultural Strategy, further 
deepens the already existing contradictions within society and unintendedly 
adds to the development of antagonistic interest between classes. While 
there is evidence that poverty in itself is· unlikely to move people to under

. take organized action against those who resist transforrriation (in view of the 
preservation of their priveleged condition and the search for increased sur-
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plus appropriation, dictated to them by the very dynamics of the monopolis~ 
tic competitive structure of which they are intendedly or unintendedly the 
agents and beneficiaries), it rather seems the deterioration of conditions 
whioh moves people to prot.est and organize and act in self defense. Is such 
a.situation approaching in India? 

18. It has be.en pointed out that in comparison to China the record of pea
sant uprisings in India is quite unimpressive.55 Numerous local revolts 
have taken place over time in protest against various forms of exploitation. 
In particular the violent uprising at the end of the forties in the H;yder
abad areas has been considered as indioative of the potential for revoluti-
onary action among the India peasantrY.56 . 

A recent study by the Indian Government 51 recognizes that the new 
technolo'gy and strategy have been geared "to the goals of production with 
a secondary regard to social imperatives".and that this orientation as sug
gested before has brought about Ita situation in which elements of disparity, 
instability and Unrest are becoming conspicious, with the possibility of 
increase of tensions" Numereous land invasions are cited, a number of them 
of a violent nature as well as other actions such as the sizure of standing 
crops. Participants in such actions which in several places have taken on 
the character of veritable movements have in particular been poor peasa.nts, 
tenants and landless workers. The emergence of such movements are specifi
cally attributed to the "denial of basic rights" to these groups, whether 
in regard to security of tenure, their share in. the production, fair rents, 
wage payments, land distribution and in general access to services and fa
cilities such as credit. It is recognized that an explosive situation may 
develop as a; result of the combination of the continuation of the New Agri
.cultural Strategy and the delay of measures to create new structural and 
institutional conditions to meet the demands of the "agitating and land 
hungry" poor peasantry.58 . 

19. The intensions of the present Indian Government do not differ substan
tially . from those of previous Government .in, that they are oharaoterized by 
radical principles. It is not unlikely that, as in the past in practice it 
will combine. its radical approach in terms of principles for transformation 
and refr<;>rm with a pragmatic oonservatism in practice.59 There is wide dis
tance between the enunciation and planning of policy and its actual imple
mentation" The New Congress Party as the old one relies also heavily on the 
old as well as new groups in the rural bourgeoisie who in the' States where 
land reform actually and in practice must be implemented exercise control 
in the villages as well as within and on the bureaucracy charged with the 
implementtition of policies. There are numberous ways in which the best in,;,.. 
tentions of the Federal Government can be circumvented.60 Again, can it be 
expeoted thalithe' preseritpowerliolderswill'volunta:dly g1.veup'tlieif 'po';':' 
sition of privilege? Can transformation be planned? There is a good, deal 
of historical evidenoe to assume that a land reform whioh is planned and 
oarried out from above may tend to serve as a temporary stabilizer of an 
economic, sooi~l and political order that by 'its very nature is inimioal to 
development. 

20 •. Until a few years ago the suooessive Indian gover~ents seem to have 
been able to manage to control looal protest movements and potential rebel
lions by a combination of improvement programmes and direct forms of con
trol, The use of violent means of repression on a larger scale emerge, how
ever, from the beginning of the Naxalite movement which started in Bengal 
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and spread from there to various other States of India.61 More recent in
vasions of large scale farms, including of politicians of the Congress 
Party have met with very severe action from the side of the Government.62 
Such actions make clear the insistence of the government on the full pro
tection of property, even when such property or the resources it repre
sents are not or under utilized while most. serious marginalization of the 
poor rural population without land and work prevails. 

21. There has been much insistence on the great "resilience" and flexibi
lity in the Indian social structure, particularly in the rural areas, as 
to the "accomodation" of marginalized groups, in view of the overriding 
force of the caste system and the so-called process of "sanskritization"· 
by which members of lower castes can move up into higher castes, continu
ing to adhere to the code of rules prescribed by the values of traditional 
society, while !'insti tutionalized inequality" through castes makes the re
cognition of common interests among various caste groups which belong to 
the same class difficult. Also the relative absenoe of solidarity among 
the exploited sections of the peasantry as a result of the prevalence of 
vertically ;integrated factions and the intensity of control and dependence 
has been stressed, so that the dependent poor peasant internalize the va
lues imposed upon them by the dominant landlords o 63 It would seem however, 
that there is a combination of factors which would induce in my view more 
profound changes in the hitherto relatively submissive population, both in 
the rural and the urban areas. 

One I suggest is the decline in foreign aid and particularly food aid 
which helped the Government in dealing· w.i th crisis situations in the ci
ties. A second is the intensification of capital intensively based indus-· 
try and the one-sided modernization of agriculture, which on the one hand 
promotes marginalization within the selected areas and on the other hand 
puts a break on the evolution of the agrarian structure in "left out" are-
as which continue to be subject to a semi-feudal structure. A third factor 
WQuld be .the increasing inability of the Government to s~pport ina sus
tained way its strategy for agricultural modernization in view of its ina
bility to touch the unproductiv~ social sUrplus and.to continue populist 
programmes (as that of community development) which serVed in the past to 
soften the situation for ihepoor. A fourth factor would be the increasing 
dichotomy between the emerging rUral and urban "labour aristocracy" and 
the. increasing non-utilization of people. Fifthly the continuing rise of 
expectations both in the countryside and in the cities and towns, due to 
increased communications and the impact of mass media and conspicuous con
sumption by the minority in the context of stagnation and deterioration 
of conditions for the poor. 

Sixthly there are the pressures created by the rapid population in
crease on which the forced campaign for population planning has only had 
a very limited impact and is likely to have so in the future.64 

Finally there ·is the need for the Government as the representative of 
the ruling classes to increasingly control the modernization process .and 

. isolate it from its impac·!; in terms of its negative social consequences. 
The need to make increasingly use of force for control and containment seems 

. inherent in the very development strategy which is being persued. The possi
bilityto successfully deflect the rising pressures and to channel them in 
such a way that they indirectly lead to support and favour the prevailing 
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objectives of growth, would seem to come to an end for the reasons above 
suggested .•... , 

The leeway open to the ruling classes to combine a.declared policy of 
socialism and equal rights and opportunities for the whole population with 
a factual policy for capitalist development with primacy for economic growth 
has failed, and has only produoed more poverty, hunger and dependence' as 
even before. If it is being suggested that profound struotural transforma
tion of and in Indian society have beoome inevitable , it is not beoause a 
revolutionary prooess is advooated but because it beoomes inevitable in view 
of the development of the.internal contradictions within this sooiety as it 
has been shaped by the prevailing forces, and by policies, reflective of 
these forces. 

22. China 

There is general agreement, even by those who only grudgingly would want 
to acknowledge it , that the China of today is a society where the basio pro~ 
blems of poverty and hunger have been overcome and that sinoe the Revolutio
nary Government took less than twenty-five years ago offioiallypower, a new 
society has come into being in whioh the basic needs of the whole population 
are adequately met while living conditions for the large majority of the po
pulation have substantially improved. At ,the same time is China the only . 
oountry in the world without external or internal debts" Its currency is the 
most stable in the world (since 1953 the yuan has remained fixed at the rate 
of 2.40 to the Amerioan dollar), there has been no inflation, prioes have 
remained stable, were on many items even reduoed while the purohasing power 
of the population has inoreased.· At the same time there is no personal in
oome tax and basio consumer necessities are as a rule oheap, partiolllarly 
food, available in v:ariety and abundanoe as any visitor to China 'may see for 
himself.65 ' 

23. During the years 1959-1962 China experienced one of the worst draughts 
in her history and severe rationing had to be introduoed .. It has been obser
ved that not even the best informed critics of the regime oould point to 
evidence of deaths from starvation. Under' oomparable conditions in the era 
before land reform, suoh deaths would have been reckoned in millions ••• 
This suggests great skill,oqmmon sense and organizing ability in handling 
the distribution of rioe an<i grain crops. Instead of the old system of lo
cal supply and hoarding by landlords, the regime tackled the question ona 
country wide scale in spite of the many problems it had to face in the whole 
re-orientation of the society partioularly in that period .. 66 More than that, 
it is indicative that basic oonditions in Chinese society had ohanged.The 
ability of the Chinese people to overcome the scourges of poverty and hun.$er 
reflects its capacity to ensure effective opportunities for all, to have 
security of work, and equitable share in the goods produced in society as 
well as reid opportunity to participate both in society and its development. 
While in 1949, when the Revolutionary Government took over the whole country, 
China's population was about 540 million, in 1980 China's population will 
probably reach 1000 million. This growth is not looked at by the Chinese 
Government .with fear but on the contrary with confidence. Although'the Chine
se Government systematically promotes family planning, 67 it is not looked at 
as a primary condition for development. Rather the view prevails that it is 
the development of all the. resources of the country by the whole Chinese 
people for its own well-being and welfare that will baSically make ,it possi
ble for all to live a reasonable and deoent life. We see that in the decade 
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1950-1960 after· the completion of the revolution the birth rate is gradu
ally going down, but even more sharply so the death rate •. In 1970 the net 
growth rate of China's population amounted to 1,5 % as against in India 
2,6%. The Chinese view sharply contrasts with the prevailing views in 
other parts of the world and can only be unders:tood in the framework of 
how people are valued in China who are considered as the primary source 
from whi.ch all productivity and creativity spring. 

24. The development of suoh a view in whioh primacy is given to people and 
their potential .for development, expressive of a profound belief and trust 
in people, must not be understrood as a dissociated isolated idealist in
terpretation of man but as responding to a situation in which the mobili
zation of the country's resources, giving primacy to people's needs and op
portunities for work, income and a reasonable living could only be achieved 
by the full mobilization of the people in view of the scarcity of capital 
as well as in .order to prevent processes of capitalization whioh would lead 
to. the progressive under-utilization of people and their potential. 

The clear priority to the utilization of all people's productive and 
creative capacities was also the only way to achieve a process of inward 
directed autonomous development and self~reliance, the need for which be
came overriding after the withdrawal of Russian aid in the middle of the 
fifties. The prooess of conversion from "yang fa" (the foreign way of do
ingthings, foreigners are always right, thus implying preference to fo...;. 
reign technology) to "thus fa" (literally speaking the local earth speech, 
the use of down to earth, local methods) as well as the insistence on "hsiD. 
fa" (entirely new methods68) by Mao tse Tung and all those who have inspired 
.and guided Chinese society in its development olearly express the high value 
given to the people own's creativity and commitment as the source of produc
tion and productivity, by themselves indispensable for self-reliance of the 

. country at large, its regions, its communes as well as its people. It seems 
to me that it is necessary to understand this view of the Chinese leadership 
and the people of today of their own creativity and capacity in the context 
of their oonsciousness of themselves the bearers of a great and long own 
history in which in so many ways and at so many times the people of China 
demonstrated its high qualities in the sciences, arts and produotion (al
though the present Chinese leadership demonstrates little of the sense of 
superiority which characterised long past dynasties who looked down on the 
relative or absolute barbarism of other people.69 The reliance on self-re
liancehas however not been a simple sudden product of insight and intelli~ 
gence but has in my view to be understood as the fruit of the process of 
liberation from internal and external constraints to development which per
mitted the release and flourishing of people's dormant and withheld produc
tive and creative potential. 

25. The high rate of growth in agriculture in the first part of the fifties, 
the first period after liberation, may largely be imputed to the intense and 
large scale capitalization by people's direot labour whioh took p~ace in 
that period and which aside from directly improving the conditions of the 
peasantry was instrumental in creating an initial base for industrialization. 
The immense effort of the Chinese peasantry at the time as well as after that 
can only be explained in as far as the revolution, that is to say the break 
up of the old oppressive, degrading and repressive order, released, the popu
lation's creative and productive energies "while at the same time there was 
the security that they would receive the fruits of their work or at least an 
equitable share in the surplus they produced. Such a release came only about 



through the profound struotural transformations of the land-reform and the 
transformation of sooial relations in sooiety whioh followed it. ., .. 

The hight population growth in the fifties ,~as a direot refleotionof 
the inorease of agrioultural produotion and produotivity as well as the in
orease of aoreage, in turn promoted by the reoonstruotion and oonstruotion 
of drainage and irrigation systems as well as afforestation in fuction of 
the prevention of floods. 

26. The Chinese Revolution has fundamentally been a revolution of the pea
santry whioh oonstituted by far the largest part. of the Chinese popUlation 
and whose situation had been deteriorating over a long period. 

The Taiping uprising,10 the major rebellion in the inlands of China in 
the middle of the past oentury, may perhaps best be understood as a revolu
tion by the Chinese peasantry against the oppressive oonditions of feudal 
sooiety as well as the outoome of a protest movement against the disinte
grating effeots of modernization as a result of foreign influenoes, as in
dioated above. This revolution inspired by the Chinese peasants' interpre
tation of the Christian gospel whioh led its follower to revolt against 
the established authorities in the name of equality of all men before God 
and whioh was based on the right and obligation of all to share what they 
had so as to supporteaoh other in times of distress (there is a speoifio 
suggestion in the manifesto that plenty in one plaoe should help to relieve 
famine in another plaoe and that all the world must enjoy the happiness 
given by God the Heavenly Father, and land, food, olothing and money must 
be held and used in oommonso that there is no inequality an;ywhere and no
body laoks food or warmth) had a profound and wide influenoe on the Chinese 
peasantry long after it had been meroilessly orushed. The interpretation of 
this revolution differed aooording to olass alignment. While the ruling 
olasses fed on the offioial literature, believed that the leader of the 
military expediotionagainst the Taipings was a great hero-states-man who 
oonquered the wild and lawless Taipings who had slaughtered twenty million 
people and left China a waste, the oommon people or over eighty per·oent 
of the Chinese population were murtured on folk tales and underground folk 
literaturewhioh piotured the Taipings as saviours and herous of the poor 
and oppressed who were orushedby the hated Manohus and foreigners. The 
militia they organized as well as other oharaoteristios of their social 
organisation beoame a souroe of study and inspiration of the Chinese libe
ra~ion army as muoh as it had inspired Sun Yat~sen who was born in the . 
area of the revolution in a poor peasant family just after it had been 
orushed. The oonfisoation and division of the land, the abolition of sl~ 
verny, the emanoipation of women, basic in the Taipings' programme, all 
beoame.strategic elements in the oommunist guided transformation prooess 

. in the Chinese hinterland from the late twenties onwards. 

The rebellion of the "Righteous Harmonious Fists" by the foreigners 
called the Boxers, at the end of the past oentury, ruthlessly orushed by 
foreign intervention, is also to be understood as a movement both against 
the peasants exploitation by landlords and tax-oolleotors as well as against 
the disintegrating oonsequences in the villages of the import of foreign 
goods and privileges for those Chinese who identified with them.11 

21. The Reform Movement in China, whioh had started just before this last 
protest movement, was only of benefit to merohants, industrialists and 
the intelligentsia. It only represented an attempt to modernize the oountry 
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. and to follow the Japanese path.12 The reforms introduced in agriculture 
did not take into account the interests of the landlords while they aggra
vated the conditions of the peasantry who through the imposition of new 
taxes had to oarry the burden for the introduction of the new institutions, 
proposed by the Reforms.13 

The situation of the peasantry was further aggravated by theprogres-., 
sive weakening of the Imperial bureauoracy which served to provide a oover 
of legitimacy to the extraotion of surplus by the gentry which was more and 
more obliged, in order to maintain its dominant and exploitative position, 
to take upon itself the task of authority, seeking for this to instrumenta
lize and assooiate with the warlords and bands of gangsters which emerged 
everywhere in the overall state of disintegration of the old sooiety. The 
coercion exeroised upon the peasantry thus acquired a more direct, arbitra
ry and violent oharacter. 14 

The gradual take over by oonservative classes of the Kuomintang reflec
ted their inoreased capaoity to organize around a common focus of identioal 
eoonomic and politioal interests while it added at the same time momentum 
to the shaping up of internal contradictions. During its first revolutiona
ry phase when the Kuomintang had identified itself with the Taiping Rebel~ 
lion,15 it lQQked as if it might lead to a deep going movement for transfor
mation. At that moment it was Sun Yat-sen who expressed the need for a 
sooial revolution, since the gulf between the rioh and the poor was far too 
great. By leading members of the Kuomintang he was th~m already called "an 
impractical visionary.16 It was his belief in the need for collective action 
and the need to aohieve unity in order to realize a national revolution that 
made him decide to organize the Kuomintangin 1924, bring about Kuo-mintang 
Communist cooperation and admit members of the Communist Party into the 
Kuomintang. At the first Congress of the Kuomintang in 1924 at which he laid 
down the "Three Great Polioies", alliance wit'h Russia, cooperation with the 
Communist Party and assistance to the .peasants and workers, a manifesto was 
adopted which stated: "The so-oalled democratic system in modern States is 
usually monopolized by the bourgeoisie and has become simply an instrument 
for oppressing the common people .. On the other hand, the Kuomintang Principle 
·of.Democracy means a democratic system shated by all the common people and 
not privately owned by a few".11 Years earlier, before he had sought associa
tion with the Communist Party, in a speech in 1901, he had said: 
"Our country must not be considered the property of any private individual. 
Moreover, at present, foreigners are preying on China. More than ever is the 
establishment of a strong government necessary and this can only be the go
vernment of the whole people ••• Commensurate with the growth of the economic 
power of the western countries is the growth of the misery of the people. In 
England for instance, there are a few rich but many poor people. This is be-
cause the human elements cannot resist the capitalist forces ........ Industrial 
civilization has its advantages and inoonveniences, but the rioh in Europe 
and America have monopolized the former, leaving the latter to the poor, Such 
a social condition is tending to develop in China, but if we know how to act 
preventatively, the struggle against capitalism will be easier than in the 

·West. We want a national revolution of Independence because we don't want any 
one person to monopolize all political power. We want the Social Revolution 
because we don't want a handful of rich people to monopolize the whole wealth, 
of the country. Failure in any one of these three aims means the failure of 
our mission. Only when all three aims are attainedoan the Chinese be pround 
of their countrYo18 
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28. While SunYat-sen still believed that the Chinese National bourgeoisie 
and the. peti tbourgeoisie would-be -able-to-oarry through-a;natioJfar-soclcH 
revolution and would particularly support the break up of the feudal' s'truc-
ture, it was the actual development of an alliance between the gentry and 
the urban-industrial bourgeoisie, fostered by the development of absentee 
landlordism and the fusion of the newly development rentier class with the 
urban industrial interests, in particular in t.he major economic and politi
cFtI centers,79 as well as the believe as yet at the time among the Chinese 
Communists, inspired by the Russian Communist Party, that a national revo
lution would have. to precede a social revolution,80 that prevented a revo
lution to take place. The hopes of Sun Yat-sen and all those who~nuinelY_ 
believed in such a possibility were definitely smashed Tn:-Apri-i- 1927 when 
Chiang Kai-Shek who at the time had. firm control over the military forces 
in which there were many officers from the. landedilpper class, carried out 
in a surprise move a major messacre in Shanghai among the working population 
and intellectuals, accused of sympathizing with the Communistso81 

Upon this, the alliancebetw.een foreign interests, the urban and indus
trial bourgeoisie and the landed upper classes began to. intenSify. -Although 
it became clear that the adherence by the Communist Party to the orthodox 
Marxist view that a revolution CQuld only come from the urban workers, (the 
thesis which still prevailed at the Fifth Congress of the Communist Party 
in Hankow, shortly after the massacre, against, the view of Mao tse Tung that 
a revolution could only come from the peasantry) would only produce more 
massacres in the cities, it took several more years before this was fully 
realized and the Communist Party retro-actively supported the organized ar
medsupportfor peasant uprisings, led by ChuTeh and Mao tse Tung. The wife 
of Sun Yat-sen, in order to prevent that the new conservative Kuomintang 
leadership would carryon in the name of her husband denounced all thpse who 
were condemning the labour and peasant movement as a "recent and, alien pro
duct" and said that Sun Yat-senhad already called fora peasant revolution, 
while Russia was still under the heel of the Czar.82 

It was only through the pro&ressive withdrawal of the gentry and the 
cruel extermination war by the Japanese of the, Chinese and in particular 
their violence perpetrated against the peasantry, that this latter one, un
der the pressures of self-defence and with the disappearance of the trad~ti
onal oppressive authority at the same time, moved and.organized'to struggle 
for their liberation and that of .the oountry under the leadership of Commu
nist. liberation army. 

29~ The take over by the Communist Government in 1949 should be interpreted 
as the outcome of. a long process of disintegration of tr~ditional Chinese 
society, the inability of the national bourgeoisie to bring about a national 
revolution, herein supported by foreign interests, the progressive deterio
ration, of the conditions of the peasantry and the increase of oppression and 
violence against it .• The transformation of Chinese society, beginning with 
the agrarian reform was the outcome and .. the concomitant of the process of 

. liberation of .the peasantry by themselves with the support of the Communist 
Army and Party. This process led to the emergenoe of forms of truly democra
tic social organisation and the organisation of assooiations and institutions 
through which the population could directly take part in and benefit from the 
newly set up services, from the establishment of the very first soviets in 
the late twenties 83 onward to the later years of the ;forties when the agra
rian reform with the progressive control over the whole Chinese territory 
became regularized and generalized.84 
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The Basic Programme on Chinese Agrarian Law, Promulgated by the Central 
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party in 1947 stated: "the China's Agra
rian system is unjust in to the extreme. Speaking of general conditions, 
landlords and rich peasants who make up less than ten per cent of the rural 
population hold approximately 70 to 80 per cent of the land, cruelly exploi- . 
tlng the peasantry .. Farm labourers, poor peasants, middle peasants and other 
people however, who make up over 90 % of the rural population hold a total 
of approximately only 20-30 % of the land, toiling throughout the whole year, 
knowing neither warmth nor full stomach. These grave conditions are the root 
of our country's being the victim of agression, oppresion, poverty, back
wards, and the basic obstacles to our country's democratization, industria
lization, independence, unity, strength and prosperitYo"85 The effective 
transfer of the land of the tillers, the establishment by the law of peasant 
associations 86 and the abolishment of all debts prior to the reform as well 
as the guaranteeing by the government that the peasants and their representa
tives would have full rights as all meetings to criticize and impeach all 
cadres of all kinds at all levels and to have full right at all appropriate 
meetings to freely remove and change and to elect all cadres of the govern
ment and the peasant associations, 87 was a confirmation of practices, alrea
dy carried out before in the liberated areas. Thus the fanshen movement 
(literary meaning turning over) through which effective and equitative dis
tributibnwas realized as well as new social relations and a new social cli
mate was established finally realized the aims of the fanshen movement of 
the days preceding the establishment of the Republic in 1911, a movement 
which expressed at the time the hopes'of the progressive forces in the coun
try which then still believed by the progressive inteligentsia that a demo
cratic revolution could be achieved from above.88 

300 The gradual organization of and by the peasantry, from the introduction 
of the mutual aid teams to the primacy, then larger horizontally and verti
cally integrated cooperatives 89 to the creation of the communes and the 
reo~ganization of the latter responded to the need to create ways to promote 
the full use of resources through improved land use, irrigation and drainage, 
to achieve effective forms of cooperation between people and their productive 
involvement to promote optimum utilization of labour and to create units for 
living and working of such a seize that self reliance in the sphere of pro
duction and services would have a firm base, from which in the context of 
full labour utilization integrated agricultural and industrial development 
could be undertaken .. 9'O 

, The Chinese approach to the question of labour utilization represents a 
radical departure from the assumption of most economists that the marginal 
productivity of labour in societies with a large part of the population "un- . 
der-employed" is zero or even negative.91 This notion has served as a coro~ 
lary of the usual view that in such societies with "overpopulation" in the 
rural areas ,such as China and India agricultural practices are intensive092 
It has been ciearly demonstrated that such an interpretation is fallacious 
and based on a mechanistic transfer from assumption on economic reality in 
the industrialized countries toward other societies 93 and that such an ap
proach implies a bias in terms of quantitative eonsiderati.ons at the neglect 
of the deoisive influence of structural and institutional factors both on 
labour time and performance or efficiency. 

Such a new approach presupposes however that a Government is in a posi
. tion to undertake the best allocation and distribution of resources 94 which 
is predicated upon the willingness of the population to cooperate, which in 
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turn is only possible if such an allocation and distribut'ion of resouroes 
responds to the interests of the members_of the community. 95 

The process of gradual collectivization grew out of theprogres8ively 
acquired capacity and willingness of the rural population to. follow· socia
llst approach while it responded at the same time to the insight t~t 
without such an approachwhichoould immediately lead to increased agricul~ 
tural production and productivity, no basis oould be laid for the increased 
use of technology and industrialization neither because no surplus could be 
created nor beoause the large majority of people would be able to profit 
from industrialization .. 96 As ·suggested confidence by the Government in the 
population would however have been unrealistic, had it. not bee.n. based on. 
the actual interest of the peasant~y itself in these new forms of social 
organizationwhioh were not in the first place meant to make them produce 
surplus to the benefit of other classes in sooiety or. for development ob
jeotives but which supported first of all their own well-being and. welfare. 
Unquestionably i tis. in China where above all the rural population, the 
peasantry, has reaped the benefits from the process of overall transforma
tion which has taken place and where the peasant revolution did not become 
instrumentalized in servioe of other groups and aims.97 

This expresses itself in the system of surplus co~tribution determined 
by relative resource endownment, the absence of compulsorty deliveries and 
the priority to satisfaction of own basic needs over deliveries. to the 
States, the retention of the balance of produce by the coinmunes C)ver the· 
fixed rate of surplus contribution (the only form of taxation), the 'esta
blishment of fixed prices for all goods and the production of goods which 
respond to the needs and interests of the peasantry, either to the needs 
and interest of the communes, produotion teams and brigades for capital 
goods (for services .such as energy, transport, communioations) and machine
ry (agricultural maohinery and equipment for small and middle scale indus-. 
tries or of oonsumer goods (for the individual peasant families). 

31. The feasibility for effective equality and people's full and equitl3.l?le 
participation in society and its development·depends on the .answer to the 
question whether· it is possible to aohieve control over the basic structu
ral mechanisms which promote inequality and dependence. These have been 
defined in China the "three great differentials", namely.the relationship 
between agriculture and industry, the centers and the rural areas and the 
dif·ferences . resulting from "manual" and "intelleotual" work. . 

. The actual or potential· contradictions within these. three differentials 
a.r~~ost intimately. related as becomes clear, if we observe in the depen-' 

. dent impoverished societies and not only in these, the increasing dispari
ti~s between rich and poor, accumulation of wealth andmarginaliz!3-:I;:i,.oIl, 
high produotivity and low productivity and the inequality in control and 
capaoity of self-reliance as opposites of dependence. 

The polioies followed iri China to overoome these different;i.als are per~ 
. haps most clearly desoribed by Mao Tse Tung in a statement he made in April 
1956, oalled "On the ten great relationships".98 

On the first oontradiction, which he identifies and whioh he specifies 
. in the relationship between industry and agriculture and between heaVy and 
light industries, Mao Tse Tung says the following: 
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"Heavy industries are the center of gravity and their development 
should be given the first priority. We all agree with this. In dealing 
with the relationship between heavy and light industries and between in
dustry and agriculture, we have not committed any fUlldamental mistakes. 
We have not repeated the mistakes of some socialist countries which at~ 
tached excessive importance to heavy industries at the expense of light 
industries ~nd agriculture. The results (of their mistakes) were an in
sufficient supply of goods for the market, a shortage of means of living, 
and an instability of the currency. We have given comparatively greater 
importance to light industries and agrioulture. Unlike the market situa
tion·in some countries, immediately after a revolution, goods in our mar
kets have been more plentiful .. We cannot ,say that our daily necessities , 
are abundant, but they are not in short supply .. Furthermore, their prices, 
and the value of the jen-min-pi (the Chinese legal tender) are stable. 
This is not to say that no problems remain .. There are problems - e"g" 
greater attention to light industries and agriculture than before, and 
adequate readjustment of the rates of investment in heavy and light in
dustries and in industry and agriculture to give a comparatively greater 
weight to the investment in light industries and agriculture. 

Does this mean that heavy industries are no longer important? They 
are still important. Is this to shift our focus of attention from them? 
Let me put it this way: most of our investments will continue to go to 
heavy industries. 

What will be needed is more investment in lighy industries and agri
culture,. Let .. its proportion rise. Will this change shift the center of 
gravity? It will not be shifted; it will remain on heavy industries. The 
only difference is that both light industries and agrioulture will reoei
ve a greater weight. 

What will be the result of this? The result will be a more extens.ive 
and better development of heavy industries, of the production of means ' 
'of produotion .. 

To develop heavy industries requires an accumulation of capital. Where 
does capital come from? )ieavy industries can accumulate cq.pi tal; so can 
light industries and agriculture. However, light industries and agricul
ture can accumulate more capital and fasters 

Here a problem arises. Do you or do you not want to.develop heavy in':" 
dustries? Do you want (them) badly or not very badly? If you do not want 
them, you would be doing damage to light industries and agriculture, if 
you want them but not very badly, you could invest less in light indus
tries and agriculture; if you want them badly, then you ought to pay close 
attention to the development of light industries and agriculture. (Because) 
the more the output of daily necessities, the more the accumulation (of 
capital). After a few years, there will be more capital_available for hea
vy industries. Therefore this is a question of whether you sincerely want 
or just pretend to want (heavy industries)" 

Of course we all want heavy industries; it is quite out of place to 
say that we only pretend to want them. The only question is how badly we 
want them. If you really want heavy industries badly, you should invest 
more in light industries. Otherwise, you are not a hundred per cent, only 
90 per cent sincere" In that case, you actually do not want them badly; 
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you only pay some attention to them. If you take full notice of them, you 
ought to develop- -light- industries carefully.' Because, firstly i-they can 
meet the needs of the people's livelihood and, seoondly, they can accumu
late more capital and faster. 

As to agrioulture, the experienoe of some socialist oeuntries has 
proved that bad management ceuld fail to. raise preduction even after col
lectivization .. Some other ceuntries have failed to raise agriculture out
put because their agrarian polioies were deubtful. They put too heavy a 
tax burden on the peasants and they lowered agrioultural prices in terms 
ef industrial prioes. When we develep industries, espeoially heavy ones, 
we must give a proper place to agriculture and adopt a correct agricultu
ral tax and prioe policy." 

32. This statement clearly presages the definite farewell to the orthodox 
Soviet model of industrialization with its primary emphasis en big and 
heavy industry, the subsequent subordination of the peasantry and the ru
ral areas to the big oenteres and the ihitial emphasis on mechanized agri
culture and the subsequent large scale migration of the rural people to 
the centers.99 

Such a polioy would not have responded to the interests of the majori
ty population and also defeat the original objectives of the revolution in 
the service of the peasantry. It would necessarily have led to. increased. 
concentration of economio and political power, inequality, the under-uti
lization of vast groups ef people's preductive capaoity as a concomitant 
of the speedy mechanization of agriculture and the impossibility for the 
industries in the centers to abserb the infllDt of people 0 The new policy 
must also have been inspi~ed by China's rapid populationoincrease which 
would have made any exclusive emphasis en a oapital intensive appreach 
beth in industry and agriculture the mere Unacceptable. The policy adepted 
meant also a return to the eriginal interpretatien of the Revolution in 
postulating the 'primary rele of the peasantry in the revelution as origi
nal agents and beneficiaries.100 At the same time it reconfirmed the belief 
in and emphasis on the practice of democracy and on t'he central value of 
people, en their creativity and commitment.101 

The sUdd.en over-emphasis during the Great Leap ferward to emphasis in
dustry over agriculture resulted in a serious lack ef coordination in over
all development and had regressive effect on agricultural production, which 
suffered from the sudden shift of part of its labour to industry. The se-

. rious droughts in the subsequent years a fortirio obliged priority atten
tien for agriculture. The new orientation which emerged was indicated by 
the proposition: "Agriculture as the base of the national ecenomy with in
dustryas the leading factor" and the pelicy of pushing industry at the 
expense of agriculture was substituted by a policy ef emphasis on agricul
ture with the simultaneous development of those industrial sectors most 
closely related to agriculture in accerdanoe with the poliey lines, enunci;... 
ated by Mao Tse Tung. Frem 1962 enward the State allecated inoreased sup
plies ef raw materials to factories working to supply the needs of agricul
ture and at the same time it began to increase its investments in the rural 
sector. 

The integration of agriculture and industry, centers and countryside 
have from then on increasing~y characterized the new organization of Chinese 
society and received a majer stimulus through the Cultural Revolution which 
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stre~gthened the mutual supportiveness of urban oentersand rural areas, 
stimulated "the urbanization of rural areas" and the "ruralizationof the 
oenters". 

33 .. The dispersion of industry, the integration of light and medium size 
industry with the agrioultural development. in the oommunes and the polioy 
of equalizing the.exohange values of industrial and agrioul tural goods by 
diminishing the inoome differentiation between industrial and agrioultural 
labour are basic in the attempt to reverse the traditional relationship of 
dominance-dependenoe between the centers and the countryside .and the un
controllable expansion of the former as is the case in most oountries of 

. the world where the rate of urbanization grows independent of the trend 
towards unemployability in industry, with as a oonsequence the dispropor
tionate expansion of unproductive services. 

The integration of industrial and agricultural production and "rural" 
and "town" life expresses itself in various ways. In the mining and heavy 

. industry oomplexes ,the workers while mainly engaged in industrial work 
engage also in.farming while their familY. members are prinoipally engaged 
in' farming and take also part in industrial work.102 In such a way these 
complexes develop into autonomous·self reliant units. What oharacterizes 
however most the orientation of China's development is the wide spread 
development all over the countryside of small industrial enterprises in 
the communes or at the county level. This'small scale industrialization 
is charaoterized by three types of local industries: the first type are 
process industries whioh produce iron, steel, cement, chemioal fertilizer, 
energy (coal and electricity) and machinery. In 1971 more than half of all 
Chinese countries (the total number of oounties is2, 100) had oO,mplete 

. sets of suoh industries. A second line of small soale industrialization 
?-r~ the industries at county, commune and brigade level w:b.ich.produce agri
cultural machinery'and spare parts while a third type does agricultural 
processing and produces basic consumer goods. 

Colleotive q,W.'ij~!it~ though county, commune or b~igade enables an in-
. l·.· ,,I'.,."t:,.11I!>,_.',.' •.. «. - . '.. . 

tegrated and mutu~lli'·s:)ipp.o,rtive pr'oduct~o,n process. Thus those :i;ndustries 
whioh produce ,withpr:!:oesh:l.gh~ than cos'tia will be supported by. the. others 

. with costs low~I' 'tMn:prices o :Aside f~oniiB.eJ"scope for. wide spread capital 
'forniati,on, 'labou!'utilization, miniinizat.ion., of:Jj:r;:ansport . costs and the pos
sibili ty to :produce a~~ adapt ini'u.nctiono:f' ioc.a~, nee'ds and requirements . 
(facili;t!3-tedby imuie,diate feed back), such' an 'approach eliminates the dycho
tOlI!YQst.wee,n the cefiters and the countrysidewhioh becomes less'dependent 
on the~e. celtters i.n' particuiar wb,ere the latter .orient also their production 
in ~:U,pportofthe requirements of the population in the countryside.103 

. ..: ,;".:" . . . 
~~. ,/:' ~ 

. :'!rhUS the:",di~isionQt' labour which usua.l~, characterizes the relationship 
.. b~tweEip..'thecenters and the c.ountryside and':leads to the latter's impoverish
mlmt isrevereed. The. orientation of the development process in Cnina should 
not· bEr .. seenf:Lrat 'of,a;l~in terms of the development of "economic sectors" 

, andt,heir integration:, 'but in terms of the priority'· given to people and the 
organi'za\ti;hinoftheecpriomic and social .order in function of their well-being. 
Tl;u~ dEl'velopment of tlie economy does not als<:{ standrin itself and must be seen 
as a ;'~art of total indivisible process of undefined . and' integrated efforts to 

'. promo~e·the development of people. The simultaneous promotion 104 of education 
. and ~ea.lth, .105 enhanced by the struggle for increased self-reliance andequa
'lity,'inturn supported by on effective polioy of decentr~lization,. ~nhanced 
and. deepened by the process of the cultural revolution,10are:also l.nstrumen-
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tal in raising the produotive and oreative oapaoity of people for life and 
work. 

34. The trend towards organizing the oi ties into servioing the whole eoono
my and in abolishing it parasitio funotion was already formulated by 
Mao Tse Tung in 1949, when he said: "Only when oonsumer oities are trans
formed into produoer oities, oanthe people's power be oonsolidatedn~ The 
oonfinement of population growth in the oities to natural growth101 unlike 
as in other oountries of Asia and the Hsia Hsiang (return to the land) mo
vement 108 by intelleotuals, students and workers, are indioative of the 
ohanging oharaoter of Chinese society in whioh the "periphery is converting 
itself into the "oenter,,109 or at least in its sooial .and spatial organiza
tion society becomes "polyoentriotto 

35. The prooess towards equalization and demooratization in Chinese society 
was radioally deepened in the prooess of the Cultural Revolution whioh may 
be interpreted as an all inclusive assault, spearheaded by the students and 
young,110 with the moral support of Mao Tse Tung, on all aotual and poten
tial foroes in Qhinese sooiety weakening the full realization of a socialist 
society,111 at6tal movement by the people to mobilize themselves to safe-

,guard and oonsolidate the process of socialist transformation. 

The great prolatarian cultural revolution appears essentially to have 
been a movement by the people to defend the primaoyof people over things, 
of moral values over material values, of people sooial nature over indivi
dualism and egoism, of people over teohniques and technology, of the values 
of self-reliance and own oreativity over foreign techniques and technology, 
of political and ideological values is support of demooraoy and equality 
over exploitation, privilege, authoritairanism and elitism, a movement to 
enhanoe full sooial oontrol over the produotive foroes through the radioal 
demooratization of produotive relations, through the elimination of hierar
ohioal features and oommandism in all spheres of life and work and the mo
bilization of the people's oritioal oonsoiousness, promoting the involvement 
of all people in raising their potential for serving their society, through 
the searoh for soienoe and the applioation of soienoe to their ooncrete pro
blems and tasks in the field of produotion and productivity and .the oreation 
of a more human environment. 112 As suoh it was amass movement against the 
remaining and potential inequalities and differences, produced by thedivi
sion of labour and its efforts in terms of olass and stratification, expres
sing themselves in the "three differentials" already mentioneg., as well as 
in the inequality and difference in outloolt and oulture it had produoed over 
the centuries.,11j The primary emphasis in this p:.ooess of self-mobilization 
onself-relianoe, self~eduoation, the oreation of new values and deepened 
oonsciousness in the servioe of people's well-being and solidarity brings 
out the speoifio nature of the movement of Chinese' oommunism as it charaote
rized'the'strligglefora;'new sooiety from the very begl.MingS of the struggle 
for liberation, from the establishment of the first soviets in the twenties 
to the sooial organization of the liberated areas from Yenan and throughout 
·the hsia-fang movement since the years of the great leap forward, when from 
all oenters oadres and intellectuals were sent to the oountryside and bureau
orats were foroed out of their entrenohed privileged unproductive positions 
and bureauoratism was ohallenged Q

11 4 

Thus the cultural evolution was a movement against the old olasses in as 
far as they tried to maintain their position, trying to reassert their privi
leged pOSitions, as well as against the oultural and ideologioal values, sup
portive of the values of oapitalist sooiety.It pervaded the whole sooiety 
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and all people in all institutions, in the army, government, education, 
factories, cooperatives, medical educational or other activities. It brought 
into the open the persistent contradictions between'two basic trends within 
Chinese society, the one of those trying to reasse;rt the ,socialist natu}e' of 
relationships, the other capitalist relationships,. under the Ii:lsguise d:t 
priority emphasis on production and productivity and with it the stress on 
growth as a value itselfoThe process of re.-assertion expressed itself in 
the widespread of new democratic forms of mutual aid and the priority on com
munity needs over the emphasis on individualistic values, private initiative 
and entrepreneurship. In the deeper sense, it was the struggle115 against the 
return to a society which would in new forms become organized around private property ! 
and aocumulationas the motor of social relations, a society in which people 
would become subordinated to output and turn into inputs to assure output 
versus a society in which p~ople themselves will decide on what they will and 
can produoe on basis of their own evaluation of their needs and organize their 
life and work aooordingly. The quest and demand for self-reliance and democra-
tio involvement expressed itself in a strong movement for new more demooratio 
foous and structures in the organization of work and decision making in all 
spheres of production as in other areas such as education116 and health. 117 

36·.· It should be realized that the cultural revolution has not dropped out of 
the sky but that its struggle to reoognize the social nature and to promote 
the dignity of people has been as suggested before the very axis of the revo
lutionary process from its early beginnings in the practice of grass-roots 
democraoy, in the insistence by Mao Tse Tung on the boundless creativity of 
the people, on that of all things people are most precious and that the peo
ple alone, are the motive force in the making of world history. 

37. It may be expected that in the ooming years China will be able to accela
rate considerably its development. The advance in production and productivity 
will decisively depend on the increase of productivity in agriculture. The 
structural and institutional conditions in Chinese society at large .and those 
of "rural" society, the integration of industry and agriculture as well as 
the overall development of people's productive, creative and scientific capa
cities are likely to make such an advance possible. The increased use of im
proved seeds and fertilizers and the rapid expansion of mechanization will 
not only meet the inoreasing demands for food but also render a sufficient 
balance for the further development of industry, in particular industries 
which produce the inputs for agriculture. Also China will have no problems to 8 
import the equipment it will need for the development of its heavy industry.11 

38. The emphasis on the development of agriculture and the measure of support 
to it cannot mechanistically be supposed to derive from any masterplan that 
would simply be implemented according to the instructions from any authority 
and from any "commanding heights" but it will result from the degree to whioh 
the Chinese rural population will be able under the guidance of the central 
authorities and in oonstant oooperation and consultation with their regional 
and district governments to orient the economic activities on basis of its 
own w.ork and proposals in accordanoe with its own interests .. Such a process 
cannot be assumed to be onoe and for all irreversable as it continues to de
pend on the dynamic interplay of interests and power of the various interest 
groups in Chinese society. 
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39. It would seem that the "re-integration"ot'theArmyandthe oapaoity-of
the Party to re~aBBert its leadership have resulted in the consolidation of 
the development strategy, proposed by Mao Tse Tung (the integration into and 
support bye-industry to agriculture and its concom:Ltant, the spread of .indus
try) against the proposition, to give priority to h,9avy industry' (the Russian . 
orientation) and to increased expenditures by and for the Army. i19 
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necessary, prevailing mistakes (see Leo Orleans, Dealing· 
with Population Problems in India and China). 
Such "mistakes" become so if it is recognized that they en
danger the present of future well-being of the maj ori ty of 
the population. . 

98. ChIen, Jerome, ed., nOn the Ten Great Relationships", ~, Englewood 
Cliffs, no.3. . 
The fact that this statement by Mao Tse Tung in 
1956 to the Bureaux of the Centre, the party Commit
tees of the provinces, municipalities and autonomous 
regions, the party committees of all the central go
vernment departments, state and people's organiza
tions, all the party branches and committees, and the 
general politioal department, was only published nine 
years later (Bruce McFarlane, op.cit.) may indicate . 
continued divergenoies of view on the basic strate
gies to follow, divergencies whioh led to the. Cultu
ral Revolution. 

99. Wertheim, W .. F .. , "De Chinese Revolutie als Reaktie op het Soviet' Model':', 
Odijk, July, 1971. 

100. Meister, Maurice; Li-Ta. .... chao and the Origi~s of Chinese Marxism,(New York, 
1970)~ 
This illuminating study of the first leader of the Chi
nese Party of China,founding member, pr,ofessor of his
tory and Chief Librarian at Peking University (Mao.Tse 
Tung was for soma winters his assistant and .was·greaiily 
inspired by him) shows his insight into the major role of 
the peasant movement and peasant revolt as the fountain 
head of the entire Chinese revolutionary movement,. It· 
shows also his divergenoefrom Lenin's views and those 
of the Cominter who regarded the peasantry as basically 
conservative. It describes also Li Ta-ohao's admiration 
for 'the "go to the people movement" in nineteenth-centu
ry Rllssia and. his view that the,success of the Bolshevik 
Revolution was based. on the work of the earlier young 
activists in the Russian villages, on which he based his 
exhortation of the young educated Chinese to do the same, 
as later t~ppenedD . 
See on the Russian Marxist anti-peasant bias, David Mi~ 
trany, Marx Against the Peasant,(Chicago,1966). 
On the ambiguity of Marx on the revolutionary role of the 
peasantry, see also Eric Hobsbawn's Introduction to Marx's 
Precapitalist Economic Formations. (London, 1966): particu
larly his hesitation to answer the question on the possi
bility of a revolution based on the traditional Russian 
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village community, the "mir", bypassing the "necessity" 
of capitalist development. 
Mao Tse Tung's view of the decisive role of the peasan
try was only accepted and followed by the Chinese Com
munist Party after it was proven that a liberation 
strategy based on the working population in the centers 
would lead to defeat, and after the peasantry actually 
became the decisive force in the liberation movement. 

101. See Agnes Smedley, op.cit., on the continued practice of democracy at 
the local level, as well as the communist view on the 
nat-q,re of the People's Democracy in: Mao's "On the 
Correct Handling of Contradictions", and his emphasis 
on democracy "within the people". 

102. See Taching, Red Banner on China's Industrial front (Peking, 1972). 

103. Sigurdson,John, "Rural Industry, a Traveller's View", China Quarterl:v:, 
April-June, 1972. 

Berger, Roland, "Profile of a.Chinese country", Geography, Apr~l, 1972. 

Alley, Rewi, "In and around Canton in November, 1970", Eastern Horizon, 
X, 1, 1971. . 
The No. 1 special issue of Hsinhua News Agency, January, 
1972, "NewLeap in China's National Economy." This also 
gives a good idea of the organio development and integra
tion of agriculture and various types of industry. It 
stresses the need and fruits of self-reliance and creati
vity - the integration of olass struggle, education and 
scientific experiment with production. 

104. The integrated nature of Chinese development polioy should not, in my 
view,be interpreted primarily on the basis of the rationality and co
ordination in the planning and programming effort as such, but as the 
fruit of underlying interpretation of the development process as a mo
vement to overcome the effects of the division of labour and commodity 
production in funotionof the wellbeing of the population, which is 
indivisible. This provides the unity and oonsistenoy in planning and 
programming which does not operate on the basis ·of assumed abstract 
ideals and needs, but on the basis of direct conorete assessment by 
and with the population (see inter alia Maous "Prefaoe to Rural Sur-
veys"). -

105~ See the criticism by Mao Tse Tung in June 1965 of the state of Public 
Health in China (Mao Papers, edited by Jerome ChIen, London, 1970, 
p. 100), where he states: "Tell the department of Public Health that 
it serves only fifty per oent of the population of the country. These 
fifty per cent oonsist of gentlemen, the broad masses of peasants have 
no medioal car •••••• The Department of Health does not belong to the 
people," and his practical exhortation for improvement .. 

. 106. MoFarlane, Bruce, op.oit., indioates that the formal planning system 
waR not altered by the oultural revolution but its 
motivation. This refers in particular to the eradi
oation of bureaucratism, authoritarianism and hier
archical features in relationships, and the depar
ture from previous reliance on profits in command, 



further sooialisation of the market and the leftover 
private plots, the enhancement of non-material inoen
tives, the irrLEmsification of self-managemant and the 
introduotion of new types of working norms and forms 
of inoome distribution (under the influenoe of ooncre
te experienoes suoh as that of Taohai). The departure 
from .the working point system (see Helene Marohisio, 
La construotion du Socialisme en Chine, Paris, 1965), 
indioates the inner ohange in the people from an indi
vidualistio-oonditioned .oompetitive way of work to new 
forms of consciousness and oooperation, based on mutual 
oonfidenoe and solidarity. As Bruce McFarlane stresses, 
the illoreasing prevalence of non-material incentives 
does not automatically imply eg,alitarianism. What is 
decisive for a socialist orientation is not equality 
in the short run, which is impossible, but whether 
there is in a sooiety as a whole a movement in the di
rection of equal conditions and opportunities and a 
movement away from class differences and stratification 
(Paul M. Sweezy, "Toward a Programme of Studies o;f the 
Transition to Socialism," Monthly Reviewi February, 1972. 

107. Castells, Manuel, La Question urbaine (Paris: Maspero, 1972),. p. 122.' 

108. Chen Pi Chao, "La Ruralisation des cadres en Chine" in Developpement et 
Civilization, Mars~uin, 1972. Pi Chao Chen desoribes the 
two-fold objeotive of this successful movement, state d at 
the beginning of 1969. On the one hand it was designed to 
reduce urban growth, on the other hand to support and aoce
lerate the process of transformation in the rural areas by 
the entrance of technioally and professionally qualified 
and politically consoious young Qadres. He estimat.es that 
between 10-20 million young people have participated in 
this "greatest exodus in history" in a period of 2 to 3 
yearf:j.(see footnote 100 on Li ta Chao's vision of the role 
of the young intelleotuals). 
See also by the same author, "Overurbanization and Rusti-

·oation ofUrbailized Youths and.Politics of Rural Transfor
mation, the Case of Chinatl , Comparative Politics, April, 
1972. This movement has to be distinguished from the sen
ding to the interior of all involved in reform practices. 
See on the coercive nature of these reform praotices, Edgar 
Snow in Red China Today ("Slave Labour and Reform Through 

'Labour"). The movement has also to be distingui,shed from 
the temporary study and work movements to .the inte;rior by 
cadres of intellectuals and students, an essential-feature 
of the new polioy to promote the overooming of the "Three 
differentials". 

109. Wertheim, W.F., "De Integratie van stad en platteland in China.", Socio
logische gids, Maart-April, 1972. 

110. Nee, Victor, The Cultural Revolution of Peking University (New York,1969). 

111. Robinson, 

Fan,. K.H. 

Joan, The Cultural Revolution in China, 

(ed.), The Chinese Cultural 'Revolution: 
(New York,1969). 
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112 .. Hinton, William, on the Cultural 

113. Daubier, Jean, Histoire de la Revolution Culturelle Proletarienne en 
Chine 1Paris p 1971). 

114. The fight against bureallcratism as an instrument to promote or pro
duce exploitation and submission of people has since the early days 
of the liberation process been a cr-mtral feature of the C omrrnmi st .. 
view on the. :role of the cadr.es, expressed in the continued emphasis 
on serving the people, living with them, indentifying with them, 
listening to them and exercising self-cri t.icism.. See Agnes Smedley, 
op.cit. and William Hinton's Fanshen. ." 
See Mao's observation in 1965: "The bureaucrats and the workers are 
acutely antagonistic classes .. Suoh peopie (the bureaucrats) are al
ready or are becoming capitalist vampires to the worker. How can 
they have sufficient understanding? They are the objects of struggle 
and revolution; socialist education cannot depend on them.. We can 
only rely on those cadres which are not hostile. to the workers and 
are imbued with revolutionary spirit. 
In the Edgar Snow - Chou En-Lai interYiew previously cited, Chou 
En-Lai said: One of Mao Tse Tung's aims has been to '''simplify the 
administrativ:e structure and eliminate deplication. 
"In the past .there were 90 departments directly under the central 
government", said the Premier t "Now there will be only 26.. They are 
all run at present by revolutionary committees, and in each committee 
the. party nucleus is the core of the leadership. Formerly there were 
;fllore,than 60.000 administrative personnel in the oentral government. 
Now it is about 10 .. 0000" . . 
W:here have the displaced cadres gone? Chou En-Lai said that about 80 
per cento'f them were sent to rural centres known as 7th May Schools, 
aterm.deriving from a Mao Tse Tung directive of that date. In such 
schools re-education in socialism and Mao T.se Tung thought' is combi
ned with self-supporting labour. on comm ne farms, often opera,ting new
ly operled-up lando As for other El3opJe-,-th~ ?r_~J!I:!,e~~a.id; ~'rnany .!a.re 
pasL~Q ancl.:rea~ for !,131:l:I'I3.ml3}:1.~' on pensi0J:lCD . Bome .~wi.llo.hoo_E3f3 ___ t()_._l.iye 

.• with their families in the oomrmmes" Some will go into factory work .. 
- The 'ablest cadres will go or have alre-a:dY gone to strengthen leader

ship in various localities, and to-help run indusiir1es arid institutes 
formerly under oentral government-'mfnistries but now'bEling-turneaever 
to local management,," 
Such decentralization policies also reflect intensified regional and 
local self-sufficiency aims not only for food but also for industri~ 
lization, based partly on growing rural electric power. Organized mi
grations of educated urban youth and city people ready for new employ
ment oontinue into the interior cities and comrrnmes .. In Shanghai alone 
the exodus since 1965 approaches one million (Mocfern China Series No.2, 
London, October 1971) 0 

115. On the struggle to achieve a socialist orientation in the process of 
transformation since the liberation movement, see the lucid analysis 
by William Hinton, Iron Oxen, A Documentary of Revolution in Chinese 
Farming (New York, 1970).. . . 
Note in particular his post scrips in which he retrospectively reviews 
and clarifies the contradictions and process of struggle between the 
clashing capitalist and socialist tendencieso 
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See also: Jan MJrrdal and Gun Kessle, China, the'Revolution Continued 
(London, 1971) and "Our man in Tachai, Chen Yung-Rue, on the twoline 
struggle in agriculture" by Neale and Deirdre Hunter in Monthly Review, 
May, 1972. . 

116. Once again it should be stressed that the revolutionary change taking 
place in the educational process, and the renewed emphasis on the for
mation of political consciousness (politics in command ~ class struggle) 
scientic experiment and productive work oan only be understood as the 
reoonfirmation of the praotioe of life and work and struggle in the 
liberated areas during the Yenan period. 
The assault on the class and elitist orientation of the prevailing sys
tem and its promotion of intellectuals, professionals and technicans, 
dissociated from the people and their concrete problems and needs, is 
indicative of the search for effective equalization in an effort to 
overcome the "three differentials" and their culturally, intellectually 
and professionally disabling effeots. Also, it optimally promotes the 
release and flowering of all creative potential (thereby implicitly 
rejective "theories" of intelligence as an inborn attribute and identi-
fying environmental factors as oruoial). . 
What should be stressed is the increasing share in the oontrol, manage
ment and praotice of education by members of the community, which ser
ves as a field of study arid practice. This is seen in the selection 
procedures for higher eduoation in which the oommunes propose oandida
tes on the basis of their own needs and priorities. The turn away from 
bureaucratic oontrol from above and outside with its emphasis on arti
ficial and dysfunotional uniformity is reflected in the disappearance 
of a central Ministry of Education. Instead there 'is a oommission which 
provides guidelines and suggestions. This goes together with the syste
matic enoouragement of experimentation at the local level by drawing 
attention to concrete examples of good education through the news media •. 
See for instanoe the draft programme for primary and middle, schools in 
the Chinese countryside, worked out by the .revolutionary committee of 
Lishu county in Kirin Province which through the People's Daily was 
brought to the attention of the country at large. The ~radication of 
bureaucratic control has a two-fold advantage: it pr~vents unproductive 
waste and creates room for local initiative and the 'development of pro-
grammes to deal with ooncreteproblems and needs. . 

See also: 
Mao Tse Tung, "Where do correct ideas come from?". •. 

Fraser, Simon, Chinese Communist Education (Nashvil~e, 1965). 

Myrdal, Jan and Kessle, Gun, .op.cit. 

Marshall, Judith, '~ducation in China,. process of domestication Or 
process of liberation, Diploma paper, Social Policy 
Programme, Institute of Social Studies, The Hague. 

Gardner, John, ''Education, Youth and Urban-Rural Inequalities 1958-1966" 
in The City in Communist China ed. by·John Wilson Lewis 
(Standford, 1971). 



Committee of Conoerned 
Asian Soholars, 

China, Inside the People's Republio 
(New York, 1912). 
Reports by members of the Sooiety for 
Anglo-Chinese Understanding SACU on study 
visits to China in reoent numbers of China 
~, the bulletin of the Assooiation issued 
in London, 1912. 

111. On the prooess of transformation of health and medioal praotioe as well 
as institutional and organizational orientation in the oontext of self
management and self-relianoe, see the moving and illuminating study of 
the British surgeon Dr. Joshua Horn who worked from 1954 to 1969 in Chi-
na (Away With All Pests; New York, 1969). . .. 

118. See Bruoe MoFarlane (op.oit.), who oites the projeotions made by Ishikawa 
that China in this deoade oan seoure a 9% growth rate in its gross natio
nal produot if moderate advanoes are made in the use of teohnology in 
agrioulture for whioh there is ample soope. (S. Ishikawa, Long Term Pro
jectionof China's Mainland Economy, Tokyo, 1965). 

119. 

Also McFarlane mentions the possibility for China to import foreign tech
nology to acoelerate growth. All seems to point to an overall effort from 
within to ensure rapid advanoe in agriculture through the increased use 
of teohnology and· mechanization, as testified by the establishment ever,y
where in the countryside of industries for tpat purpose, in particular 
agrioultural maohinery, repair and fertilizer industries (Po 31). It seems 
reasonable to attribute the relatively slow agrioultural growth (after the 
high growth rate during the first five-year plan) to the priority given to 
creating a firm institutional base and a sooialist oonsoiousness and orien
tation on which, after this institutional and political orientation have 
been re":asserted, an all-out policy for agricultural "modernization" oan 
be undertaken (see Roland Berger, "China and the Green Revolution", ~ 
tern Horizon, 10, 1, 1971, as well as Erioh Jacoby (op.cit.). 
See for data on the recent fast expansion and spread of industr,y and on 
agricultural production: 
Ki Wei, "Un Bon Depart, Sucoes de la Premiere annee du 4 ieme quinquenat" 
in: 
La Chine en construotion, 10, 4, Avril, 1912. 
See also: The speoial edition of Hsinhua News Agency, January 1912. 

It has been posited that the priority given to the development of agrioul
ture and its supporting light and medium industry (of which industrial 
spread has been a logioal ooncomitant), as well as the opening-up of rela
tionships with western oountries with the expansion of trade and import of 
capital goods, would explain the change in army leadership, which would 
have insisted on giving priority to development of heavy industry with all 
its implioations for deferred participation by the population in the fruits 
of development. 
While aside from its direct social and eoonomic advantages, the spread and 
deoentralization of Chinese industry have been explained and justified in 
terms of ensuring relative invulnerability and i~creased national security, 
there is no reason to assume that this latter argument has served effecti
vely to ensure the cooperation of army leadership to oarry out the policy, 
as was done, so as to make it irreversible. 




